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WEEK  22

WEEK  22

Fix the sentences.

 1. Mike play soccer after school last monday.

 2. He ran an kick the ball toward the goal.

Circle the contraction that means  you have  .

 3. you'll   you'd   you've

Write the words to make a sentence.

 4. fast!   very   Mike   runs

Fix the sentences.

 1. Most of the girls has read a book about Rosa Parks

 2. They read that Rosa Parks was borned on february 4, 1913.

Circle the words that mean  more than one  .

 3. man   men      people   person

Circle the word that comes after  Rosa  in ABC order.

 4. Maya   Toni   Alex
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Mike runs very fast !
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WEEK  22

WEEK  22 

Fix the sentences.

 1. Can ya help the new grl with her books?

 2. You're the bestest helper

Use  most  or  all  to !nish the sentence.

 3. We put  the books away.

Circle the word that does not belong.

 4. book   shoe   page   words

Fix the sentences.

 1. You'll need a hatt, mittens and boots.

 2. it's cold, windy, and rain outside.

Circle the  adjectives  .

 3. rain   cold   windy   rainy

Write the missing word.

 4. They  all going to Tina's house.
was   were
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WEEK  22 DAY  5

Look at the pictures. Read the words.

foot foot

Write  foot  in each sentence. 
Then read the sentence.

 1. Don't put your  on the rock!

 2. My dad's shoe is a  long.

Look at the picture. Use  foot  to !nish the sentence.

 3. The snake was 

 4. Put your foot 

foot

foot

one foot long .

in the water .


